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Abstract
In order to render software viable for highly safetycritical applications, we describe how to incorporate
fault tolerance mechanisms into the real-time programming language PEARL. Therefore, we present,
classify, evaluate and illustrate known fault tolerance methods for software. We link them together
with the requirements of the international standard

IEC 61508-3 for functional safety. We contribute
PEARL-2020 programming language constructs for
fault tolerance methods that need to be implemented by operating systems, and code-snippets as
well as libraries for those independent from runtime
systems.
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Introduction

Highly safety-critical applications need automation systems that are failsafe or at least fault
tolerant. An automation system is called failsafe if it falls back into a stable state with a sufficient
degree of functional safety. Functional safety is a system’s property guaranteeing that the risk to
harm human beings, environment or other assets is below a risk limit [3]. Automation systems
are increasingly composed of software, thereby allowing to control more complex applications
than pure hardware-based solutions, providing greater flexibility in adapting systems to changing
requirements [22], consuming less space than mechanical constructions [9], and permitting to
change system functionality by remote maintenance [17, 25]. Unfortunately, software cannot fall
back into a safe state, triggered by laws of nature, like hardware [22]. Therefore, software systems
have to use fault tolerance methods in order to provide functional safety as demanded in the
international standard IEC 61508-3 [3]. Fault tolerance (FT) refers to a system fulfilling a specified
function, even if a limited number of subsystems are erroneous [38]. FT methods rather prevent
the consequences of a software error than the occurrence of the error itself [41]. FT methods,
hence, are composed of error recognition and error treatment [38].
Our long-term objective is to adapt the real-time programming language PEARL-90 to
functional safety as defined in the normative part of IEC 61508-3 [3]. In this paper we focus on
the topic of fault tolerance by propagating syntax and semantics to its derivative PEARL-2020
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and elucidating the rationale behind our adaptations. Introducing FT into PEARL is beneficial,
since PEARL was the first language providing user-friendly concurrency concepts. These simple
but powerful concurrency concepts render PEARL appropriate for highly safety-related software
[22] which leads to a wide deployment throughout Europe [31]. PEARL is particularly tailored to
process control due to its system part that addresses peripherals. It is standardised in DIN 66253-2
as PEARL-90 [4] and DIN 66253 Part 3 as Multiprocessor PEARL [1]. The latter is composed
of two parts: the first part is a parametrisation language for compilers, binders and loaders and
the second part describes various communication protocols for synchronous and asynchronous
task cooperation and message passing. For a detailed introduction we refer to [19]. Currently,
Müller and Schaible [32] map out a PEARL-90 compiler which will serve as a base for a future
PEARL-2020 compiler. In our paper we contribute to the topic of fault tolerance in software as
follows:
We provide a complete overview of fault tolerance methods including their definition, classification and one or more coding examples, and
present an evaluation of each FT method according to the insights from the examples with
respect to stumbling blocks for programmers and suitability as language elements, code snippets
or library implementations. In detail, we arrive at (c.f. Table 4):
additional PEARL syntax elements and semantics for assertions, load shedding, monotone
tasks and the Byzantine method,
code snippets in PEARL for forward recovery, functional and implementation diversity,
PEARL library implementations for majority voting and other plausibility checks,
further changes to the PEARL-90 programming language, i.e. judiciously removing backward
recovery, temporal redundancy and dynamic reconfiguration.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We start with related work in Section 2. Section 3
presents a comprehensive set of known fault tolerance methods for software with their classification
and examples. A few examples came from literature, most of them are devised by ourselves in the
application domains space flight and advanced driver assistance systems. Only one example per
FT method will be realised in the final language standard, but we state them for comparison. This
is the base for our framework addressing fault tolerance for software, in particular for PEARL.
The framework comprises examples, code-snippets, library procedures and language primitives.
In Section 4, we further explain the rationale behind this subdivision and link the FT methods
with requirements from IEC 61508-3. We publish our implementations under the following web
addresses:
concrete examples and general fault tolerance handlers for PEARL-90:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/openpearl/files/Example
a fault tolerance library for PEARL-2020:
http://www.real-time.de/service/downloads.html

2

Related Work

Most of the literature focuses on a single FT method. There are few papers that aim at combining
more than one method: Shelton [36] derived patterns from three different FT methods considering
task allocation and graceful degradation. DanYong and YongDuan [15] and Chen et al. [13]
inspected fault tolerance from the mathematical point of view setting up differential equations in
order to assess discrepancies from nominal values. Anwar [6] monitors a mainly software driven
system and switches to a redundant mechanical system only in case of an error. A different area
of application is treated by [30] who invented a fault tolerant TTP/C communication protocol. In
contrast to these, our paper targets a larger amount of FT methods as can be seen in Table 4.
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PEARL encompasses multiple derivatives, several of which already provide approaches for
integrating FT. Multiprocessor PEARL offers keywords for dynamic reconfiguration. PEARL-90
allows for redundancy with the help of its easy to use concurrency concepts. This language
derivative is branched into four subsets by [24], each addressing one of the four safety integrity
levels (SILs) of IEC 61508. These subsets are Table-PEARL for SIL 4, Verifiable PEARL for SIL 3,
Safe PEARL for SIL 2 and High Integrity-PEARL for SIL 1. Out of these, High Integrity-PEARL
entails language elements to state alternative procedure bodies. Object-oriented derivatives of
PEARL are PEARL* and Object-PEARL. PEARL* differs from PEARL-90 by keywords for
objects and interfaces. Object-PEARL implements alternative methods and monotone tasks as
FT concepts [14].
Fault tolerance in other languages is covered in Ada and languages like GRAFCET [2] for
programmable logic controllers (PLCs). SPARK and Ravenscar inherit from Ada but restrict its
variability for highly safety-critical applications. SPARK avoids error-prone language constructs
and provides a certified tool chain for compiling [7], while Ravenscar parametrises the scheduling
policy used in runtime systems in order to detect deadlocks and to guarantee timely task execution.
PLC languages are standardised with libraries encompassing building blocks that support fault
tolerance.

3

Fault Tolerance Methods

Fault tolerance methods are composed of error recognition and error treatment [38]. Error
recognition is covered in the next section. A categorisation of error treatment methods is given in
Section 3.2 and their elementary techniques in Section 3.3.

3.1

Error Recognition

In order to recognise an error, an automation system needs additional information on the range
of values of an expected result. This additional information can either entail functional content,
checked by voters, or is based on flow of control, checked by watchdogs. Examples for watchdogs
are given in Table 1. Voters can be classified into absolute or relative voters. Absolute voters
use hard-coded predicates as additional information, while relative voters compare the results of
various implementations [10]. As a conclusion, absolute voters return whether a result is feasible
or not. Since hard-coded predicates can be checked faster and more easily, they are predominantly
used for dynamic redundancy. In contrast, a relative voter additionally returns a certain value of
the output range or a combination of the output values. Examples of both types of voters are
shown in Table 1.
Our first PEARL example is a majority voter. It can be used for N floating point numbers and
returns the majority value if more than N // 2 units possess a similar value or ERROR_FLOAT if
not. Similar values are found by initial clustering. Afterwards, the cluster with most elements is
processed.
Majo rityVoti ng : P R O C E D U R E ( Values () FLOAT IDENT ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
DCL Precision FLOAT INIT (0.01) ,
CntClasses FIXED INIT (0) ,
( RoundValues ( N ) , ClassValues ( N ) ) FLOAT ,
C nt Cl as s Me mb er s ( N ) FIXED , Found BIT ,
( CntMaxMembers , IdxMaxMembers ) FIXED ;
! C l u s t e r i n g of input values .
FOR i FROM 1 TO N REPEAT
RoundValues ( i ) := ROUND ( Values ( i ) / Precision ) * Precision ;
Found := ’0 ’ B ;
FOR k FROM 1 TO CntClasses REPEAT
IF RoundValues ( i ) EQ ClassValues ( k ) THEN
! E x i s t i n g class gets new member .
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Table 1 Types of watchdogs and voters. This table shows error recognition methods that can be
applied before any fallback state of a fault tolerance method is triggered.
watchdogs:
heartbeat to monitor the system’s availability
compatibility of actual with formal arguments [8]
checking data integrity with respect to contents and structure [8]
supervision of infinite loops or other unintended branching of the control flow, realisable by
diverse conditions in branches [8]
monitoring of runtime expenditure of tasks and noticing anomalies like frequent interruptions [8]
absolute voters:
pre- and post-conditions
assertions
invariants of loops or objects
relative voters:
majority voting, i.e. at least d n2 e units out of n must provide the same result
consensus voting, i.e. largest number of members with equal results [42]
combinations like arithmetic mean, weighted sum, median or fuzzy logic [42]
statistical prediction, e.g. Kalman filtering [18]
test against the inverse of a function [8], e.g. matrix inversion by A · A−1 = I [33]
checksums and parity bits, e.g. checksums for matrix multiplication [33]

C nt Cl as sM e mb er s ( k ) := C nt Cl a ss Me mb er s ( k ) + 1;
Found := ’1 ’ B ;
EXIT ;
FIN ;
END ;
IF Found EQ ’0 ’ B THEN
! A new class has to be created .
CntClasses := CntClasses + 1;
ClassValues ( CntClasses ) := RoundValues ( i ) ;
C nt Cl as sM e mb er s ( CntClasses ) := 1;
FIN ;
END ;
! Find class with max member count .
CntMaxMembers := -1;
IdxMaxMembers := -1;
FOR i FROM 1 TO CntClasses REPEAT
IF C nt Cl as sM e mb er s ( i ) > CntMaxMembers THEN
CntMaxMembers := C nt Cl as s Me mb er s ( i ) ;
IdxMaxMembers := i ;
FIN ;
END ;
IF CntMaxMembers > N // 2 THEN
RETURN ( Result ) ;
ELSE
RETURN ( ERROR_FLOAT ) ;
FIN ;
END ;

3.2
3.2.1

Error Treatment
Redundancy

Redundancy means deploying more resources than necessary [38]. Redundant units increase
functional safety, because automation systems with n redundant and independent resources are
robust against failing of n − 1 resources. Furthermore, failsafe hardware does not need an error
detection unit, since it fails due to environmental effects. Software, however, is in need of additional
error detection. If a software implementation produces an erroneous result, this is revealed by the
results from the other redundant implementations. For this reason, software is only robust against
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Table 2 Matrix explaining hierarchy of error treatment with software fault tolerance.

functional diversity
load shedding
milestone method
implementation diversity
backward recovery
temporal redundancy
forward recovery
timed forward recovery
timed data diversity
dynamic reconfiguration
Byzantine method

redundancy
homogeneous diversity
3

3
3

graceful degradation
homogeneous diversity
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3

less than n − 1 errors. Hierarchical redundancy refers to nesting different fault tolerance methods.
Redundancy is further divided into temporal, analytic, static and dynamic methods [36, 23]. We
explain these types later on.

3.2.2

Diversity

Plain redundancy refers to a homogeneous composition of multiple units, while diversity is a form
of redundancy with each unit being different from the others. Diversity is differentiated into the
types implementation, functional, physical, manufacturing diversity and diversity of operating
conditions [22]. Physical and manufacturing diversity refer to hardware-based automation systems.
Since we consider software safety, we will not target hardware topics in the following. The other
diversity types are integrated into the presented fault tolerance methods later on. For software,
only diverse implementations increase functional safety. Homogeneous implementations would
contain the same errors by definition [23]. Exceptions to this rule are race conditions and transient
hardware errors influencing registers used by a program.

3.2.3

Graceful Degradation

An automation system degrades gracefully if it provides reduced albeit specified automation
behaviour in case of too many errors [40]. Here, a system can degrade either in functionality or
availability [40]. Graceful degradation comes along with all fault tolerance methods for software
aside from static redundancy.

3.3

Elementary Techniques for Error Treatment

After the error recognition step one or more of the following treatment methods are applied
for fault tolerance. These elementary treatment methods can be categorised into homogeneous
redundancy, diversity and graceful degradation as described above, see Table 2.

3.3.1

Analytical or Functional Diversity

The diverse components in a system using analytical redundancy or functional diversity, respectively,
possess different specifications. They provide distinct although related functions. The relationship
between the components allows either to restore a corrupted value with the help of the other
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functions, or permits relative plausibility checks. One example is distance, velocity and acceleration
[36] linked by the formula a = v̇ = s̈. Another one describes the dynamics of gas [36] inside a
combustion chamber given by the formula pV = nRT , where T is the temperature, p the pressure,
V the gas volume, n the amount of substance and R the gas constant. Advantages and drawbacks
of analytical redundancy can be studied by the following implementation:
TYPE TFunction REF PROC RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
TYPE TRelation REF PROC ( Values () INV FLOAT IDENT ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
TYPE T R e l a t e d F u n c t i o n s STRUCT (/
Count
FIXED ,
Functions (1: Max ) TFunction ,
Results (1: Max ) FLOAT ,
/* Results = m e a s u r e d values r e t r i e v e d by F u n c t i o n s */
Relations (1: Max ) TRelation ,
Restored (1: Max ) FLOAT
/* R e s t o r e d = c a l c u l a t e d values r e t r i e v e d by R e l a t i o n s */
/) ;
Init ialisatio n : PROC ( RelFuns T R e l a t e d F u n c t i o n s IDENT ) GLOBAL ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RelFuns . Count REPEAT
RelFuns . Results ( i ) := RelFuns . Functions ( i ) ;
END ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RelFuns . Count REPEAT
RelFuns . Restored ( i ) := RelFuns . Relations ( i ) ( RelFuns . Results ) ;
END ;
END ;
Plausibility : PROC ( RelFuns T R e l a t e d F u n c t i o n s INV IDENT ) RETURNS ( BIT ) GLOBAL ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RelFuns . Count REPEAT
IF ABS ( RelFuns . Results ( i ) - RelFuns . Restored ( i ) ) GT Epsilon THEN
RETURN ( False ) ;
FIN ;
END ;
RETURN ( True ) ;
END ;
Restoration : PROC ( RelFuns T R e l a t e d F u n c t i o n s IDENT , Index FIXED ) GLOBAL ;
RelFuns . Results ( Index ) := RelFuns . Relations ( Index ) ( RelFuns . Results ) ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO RelFuns . Count REPEAT
RelFuns . Restored ( i ) := RelFuns . Relations ( i ) ( RelFuns . Results ) ;
END ;
END ;

The precision of plausibility checks depends on the choice of the acceptance gap between the
measured input values and the values calculated from the given formulas [33], see Epsilon in
Plausibility.
Plausibility checks between all participating diverse functions’ results do not reveal which
result is corrupt.
This fault tolerance type is not suited as library implementation due to the following drawbacks:
The complexity of this method is not situated in the library procedures, but in the implementation of the diverse functions.
Additionally, the library procedures increase the program’s complexity, since the linkage of
the measured input values to arguments of the relationship functions has to be realised by a
generic array TRelatedFunctions.Results in Restoration with no relation to the original
variables’ nomenclature.
The restore-functions’ signatures depend on the type of relationship, e.g. direct calculation in
the case of gas dynamics vs. multiple inputs for derivatives in the case of movements.
In the next example we show how to use the library implementation from above in order to
realise the gas dynamics formula. Line 3 shows the problem of mapping the application-related
variables (p, V, n, T) to the formal parameters of the library Values(1:Max), which is only
viable by error-prone pointers (REF in PEARL):

C. Houben and S. Houben
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Max FIXED INIT (4) ;
Values (1: Max ) FLOAT ;
(p , V , n , T ) REF FLOAT INIT ( Value (1) , Value (2) , Value (3) , Value (4) ) ;
Funs () TFunction INIT ( Piezo . Read , Flow . Read , GasScale . Read , Thermo . Read ) ;
( Pressure , Volume , Substance , Temperature ) TRelation ;
Relations () TRelation INIT ( Pressure , Volume , Substance , Temperature ) ;
GasC hamberFu ns T R e l a t e d F u n c t i o n s INIT ( Max , Functions , Values , Relations ) ;

Pressure : PROC ( Values () INV FLOAT IDENT ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
RETURN ( n * R * T / V ) ;
END ;
Volume : PROC ( Values () INV FLOAT IDENT ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
RETURN ( n * R * T / p ) ;
END ;
Substance : PROC ( Values () INV FLOAT IDENT ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
RETURN (( R * T ) / ( p * V ) ) ;
END ;
Temperature : PROC ( Values () INV FLOAT IDENT ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
RETURN (( n * R ) / ( p * V ) ) ;
END ;
G a s C h a m b e r C o n t r o l : TASK MAIN ;
REPEAT
AFTER 5 MSEC RESUME ;
Init ialisati on ;
IF NOT Plausibility ( GasCham berFuns ) THEN
...
Restoration ( GasChamberFunctions , ErrIdx ) ;
...
FIN ;
END ;
END ;

3.3.2

N-Version Programming

With N-version programming, a software part addressing a certain problem provides at least
two solution methods with the same in- and output interface. These solutions can be diverse
implementations or further enrichment of a result. A solution may be fortified with information
from a task that may also be skipped, or with information from a task that provides more precise
results the longer it is executed. N-version programming is divided into three sub-methods, namely
sieve method, milestone method and implementation diversity [29].

3.3.3

Load Shedding or Sieve Method

If a hazardous or unanticipated situation occurs, an embedded computing system might react by
scheduling more tasks than in normal mode. The higher the number of unanticipated requests is,
the higher the number of tasks to be executed will be. In such situations, not all of these tasks
can meet their deadlines. A fault tolerance method handling such cases is load shedding or the
sieve method. There are two variants, i.e. skipping all tasks of minor importance and extending
the periods [34]. Properties are:
In contrast to hardware redundancy, load shedding does not underutilise processors when no
overloads occur, at the expense of losing minor functionality [34].
The difference to monotone tasks is, that sieve methods shall be either completed or skipped
entirely, because there is no benefit to partly execute them [29].
A programmer shall be able to group sieve methods, since for some applications, it is useless
or even flawed to execute certain tasks if others were skipped.
Load shedding is interwoven with the runtime system, since the applied scheduling strategy
must allow to detect transient overloads before important tasks miss their deadlines. Earliest
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deadline first (EDF) is applicable as scheduling strategy. Moreover, worst case execution times
(WCETs) must be determined by a compiler, as explained in the following paragraph.
Load shedding needs a mechanism for stating which tasks to skip primarily. On one hand,
this can be done by priorities as in the next example, on the other hand, by modes as in the
example thereafter.
If load shedding is to be applied, worst case execution times for each affected task should be
provided by the compiler in the declaration part. A compiler can determine WCETs statically by
summing up known maximum runtimes for each assembler instruction, multiplying them for loops,
and using the worst case branch on conditional program jumps [22]. This procedure nearly always
yields too pessimistic WCETs [37]. Therefore, compilers can build upon one of the following three
alternatives:
restricting language constructs (e.g. prohibit unbounded loops) [22],
simplifying processor architecture (e.g. omit pipelining and caches, only fixed point arithmetic)
[8],
assessing WCETs empirically with the help of very pessimistic cache trashers (guaranteeing
maximum number of cache misses) [20].
The following PEARL specifications illustrate language constructs for load shedding in the
context of space vehicles. TIMING and LOADSHEDDING are module parts like SYSTEM and PROBLEM.
The timing part is a synopsis of the timing analysis of all tasks, where WCET states the worst case
execution time determined by a compiler and RESPONSE states the available response duration
determined by an engineer. The first example shows how to state priorities. In case of transient
overloads, a runtime system has to remove all tasks beginning with those carrying the smallest
priority value. It gradually removes all tasks with the next priority value until all remaining tasks
can meet their deadlines.
TIMING ;
TelescopeAdjustment :
WCET (5.1 MSEC ) RESPONSE (10 MSEC ) ;
...
LOADSHEDDING ;
PRIO (1) : ! skip first when in e m e r g e n c y mode
TelescopeAdjustment , A n t e n n a A d j u s t m e n t ;
PRIO (2) : ! skip second when in e m e r g e n c y mode
EngineFineControl , S o l a r C e l l s F i n e C o n t r o l ;

The aforementioned solution is based on two modes, namely normal and emergency mode
[26], whereas the second example uses multiple modes and tasks assigned to them. The TIMING
part equals the example from above, while the LOADSHEDDING part consists of several modes with
several tasks, each of which is executed when the runtime system finds itself in the respective
mode. SCIENCEMODE is the default and desired operating state. However, if no timely execution
can be guaranteed, the runtime system switches into one of the other modes. In the worst case,
SAFEMODE has to be executed. The mode is chosen as follows: Each time the schedule changes, i.e.
a task is activated, suspended or terminated, the runtime slack of all active tasks is computed. If
the slack is negative, the system has to switch into a lower mode. This is iterated until the slack
is non-negative or SAFEMODE is reached. On positive slack the runtime system can change into a
higher mode. In order to avoid toggling between two modes in both our examples, the following
options are viable:
the slack on the active mode must exceed a given threshold,
after a given period of time, the system automatically switches into the next higher mode,
the emergency mode is revoked by a human operator.
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TIMING ;
MainEngineRoughControl :
WCET (2.7 MSEC ) RESPONSE (8 MSEC ) ;
...
LOADSHEDDING ;
SCIENCEMODE :
EngineFineControl , SolarCellsFineControl ,
TelescopeAdjustment , A n t e n n a A d j u s t m e n t ;
INTERMEDIATE :
...
SAFEMODE :
RollControl , EngineRoughControl , ...;

3.3.4

Monotone Tasks or Milestone Method

Monotone tasks produce results with higher quality the longer they are running. If such tasks are
terminated before final completion, they return the most recent valid result. Each intermediate
result represents a milestone. A monotone task is decomposable into a mandatory part and a
number of optional parts [29]. In the following, we evaluate three implementation types for the
milestone method:
DCL Flag BIT ;
ZeroByNewton :
P R O C E D U R E (( F , D ) TFunction ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
DCL Xi
FLOAT
INIT (0.0) ;
DCL MaxLoops INV FIXED INIT (20) ;
DCL Loops
FIXED
INIT (0) ;
WHILE ( NOT Flag ) AND ( Loops <= MaxLoops )
REPEAT
Xi := Xi - F ( Xi ) / D ( Xi ) ;
Loops := Loops + 1;
END ;
RETURN ( Xi ) ;
END ;

DCL Result FLOAT ;
ZeroByNewton : P R O C E D U R E (( F , D ) TFunction ) ;
DCL Xi FLOAT INIT (0.0) ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO 20 REPEAT
Xi := Xi - F ( Xi ) / D ( Xi ) ;
Result := Xi ;
UPDATE ;
END ;
END ;

ZeroByNewton :
P R O C E D U R E (( F , D ) TFunction ) RETURNS ( FLOAT ) ;
DCL Xi FLOAT INIT (0.0) ;
M I L E S T O N E ( Xi ) ;
ON EARLYEND : BEGIN RETURN ( Xi ) ; END ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO 20 REPEAT
Xi := Xi - F ( Xi ) / D ( Xi ) ;
END ;
RETURN ( Xi ) ;
END ;
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The first implementation uses a flag for each task that can be terminated beforehand. To
terminate a task, its flag has to be set. This implementation suffers from interspersing the pure
task functionality with milestone checks and the unbounded duration between two milestones.
Another implementation type by [14] is to introduce a keyword UPDATE. At each such update
point the scheduler can decide whether to terminate or to continue the task. The drawbacks
are the same as in the implementation before. Moreover, the result variable must be non-local.
Our third proposition is to forbid termination heteronomy. Instead, a TERMINATE instruction
for a monotone task shall produce a signal EARLYEND, which must be caught by monotone
tasks. A signal handler inside such tasks, then, releases all resources and returns the most
recent result. With this method, monotone tasks can be terminated at arbitrary points in
time. The WCET of the signal handler is clear to state and allows to bound the termination’s
duration in an intelligible way. This implementation type needs atomic sections, which are not
interruptible by signals in order to avoid race conditions for assignments to the result variable.
Therefore, all commands executed on variables stated in a MILESTONE list are compiled as
atomic.

3.3.5

Implementation Diversity

Implementation diversity uses at least two alternatives that fulfil the same function, but with
different designs or implementations [22]. With respect to software, one can vary architecture,
algorithms, data representations on the one hand, and operating systems, runtime systems,
compilers, programming languages, integrated development environments and test methods on the
other [23]. Implementation diversity can be used dynamically or statically. Dynamic execution
means that a scheduler decides at runtime which alternative to execute next. In static execution,
it is known beforehand that all alternatives are executed and, afterwards, a voter receives all
results to determine the correct one. With the static variant, the alternatives can be executed
sequentially or in parallel [23]. The following three implementations show these FT types by
conventional PEARL constructs, while the fourth example demonstrates new language constructs
proposed by [22].
With respect to functional safety, one can vary the alternatives in simplicity or in runtime
complexity. These categories are not exclusive. Simplicity increases the quality of an alternative,
since less complex solutions contain less programming errors [36]. Using the runtime consideration,
one alternative shall produce an exact result with long processing time, the other an imprecise
result with short processing time. Before executing an alternative, the scheduler calculates the
amount of time available and chooses the alternative with the highest result quality under the
constraint of timeliness. Table 3 shows which execution types are reasonable to combine. Dynamic
implementation diversity is related to recovery blocks, as we will explain further on.
Without using specialised PEARL syntax, the following three examples demonstrate how to
realise the aforementioned three implementation diversity types. By contrast, the fourth example
uses specialised syntax from [22]. Therein, DIVERSE introduces a block of alternatives, where
each block starts with ALTERNATIVE. The keyword ASSURE signals the beginning of the plausibility
check.
S e q u e n t i a l S t a t i c R e d u n d a n c y : PROC ( Input STRUCT , Output STRUCT IDENT ) RETURNS ( BIT ) ;
DCL Results (1: N ) STRUCT ;
/* execute all a l t e r n a t i v e s */
Results (1) := Alternative1 ( Input ) ;
...
Results ( N ) := AlternativeN ( Input ) ;
/* r e l a t i v e p l a u s i b i l i t y check */
RETURN ( VoterDecision ( Results , Output ) ) ;
END ;
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Table 3 Implementation diversity types: In dynamic implementation diversity, a scheduler decides at
runtime which alternative to execute next, while static means that all alternatives are executed and the
results are passed on to a voter. These alternatives can be executed sequentially or in parallel. During
design of the alternative functions one can aim at optimising simplicity, runtime or other goals.

simplicity
runtime
other

dynamic
sequential
7
3
3

static
sequential
3
7
3

static
parallel
3
7
3

DCL Input STRUCT ;
DCL Results (1: N ) STRUCT ;
DCL Barrier (1: N ) S E M A P H O R E PRESET (1) ;
P a r a l l e l S t a t i c R e d u n d a n c y : P R O C E D U R E ( X STRUCT , Y STRUCT IDENT ) RETURNS ( BIT ) ;
Input := X ;
/* execute all a l t e r n a t i v e s */
A C T I V A TE Alternative1 ;
...
A C T I V A TE AlternativeN ;
/* join with all a l t e r n a t i v e s */
REQUEST Barrier (1) ;
...
REQUEST Barrier (3) ;
/* r e l a t i v e p l a u s i b i l i t y check */
RETURN ( VoterDecision ( Results , Y ) ) ;
END ;

D y n a m i c R e d u n d a n c y : P R O C E D U R E ( X STRUCT , Y STRUCT IDENT ) RETURNS ( BIT ) ;
/* execute first a l t e r n a t i v e */
Y := Alternative1 ( X ) ;
/* a b s o l u t e p l a u s i b i l i t y check */
IF PlausiCheck (X , Y ) THEN RETURN ( ’1 ’ B ) ; FIN ;
/* evtl . execute and check others */
...
/* evtl . execute last a l t e r n a t i v e */
Y := AlternativeN ( X ) ;
/* a b s o l u t e p l a u s i b i l i t y check */
IF PlausiCheck (X , Y ) THEN RETURN ( ’1 ’ B ) ; FIN ;
/* return error if all tasks failed */
RETURN ( ’0 ’ B ) ;
END ;

DIVERSE
ALTERNATIVE
Segments1 := RegionGrowing ( Bitmap ) ;
ALTERNATIVE
Segments2 := E n e r g y M i n i m i s a t i o n ( Bitmap ) ;
ASSURE
IF Diff ( Segments1 , Segments2 ) < 0.2 THEN
RETURN ( Intersect ( Segments1 , Segments2 ) ) ;
ELSE
INDUCE Error ;
FIN ;

3.3.6

Recovery Blocks

Recovery blocks are a fault tolerance method, where the “blocks” represent diverse implementations
executed dynamically in sequential order and “recovery” refers to variables that need to be kept
in memory for roll-back in order to restore a stable program status if a block failed. The following
subsections describe both variants, namely backward and forward recovery.
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3.3.7

Backward Recovery

Backward recovery is employed as follows [35, 36]: At first, backward recovery uses a checkpoint, if
one of the following alternative blocks changes input- or program-state-variables during execution.
A checkpoint is a snapshot of at least all the variables that could be changed by one of the
diverse alternatives in the recovery block. Second, a primary implementation representing the
conventional algorithm is applied. Third, an absolute plausibility test is evaluated after each
alternative has been processed. This test is called acceptance test. It can contain an alternative’s
own post-condition or the post-condition of all alternatives. If the acceptance test fails, the system
is rolled back to the last checkpoint, i.e. all variables are restored, and the next alternative is
executed. When passing the acceptance test, all other alternatives of the block are ignored. If all
alternatives fail, a computation error has to be reported followed by a fall-back to a surrounding
fault tolerance level. Further reasons to roll back and retry are internal computation errors like
division by zero and time-outs. Backward recovery embodies the following properties:
− Building a checkpoint consumes runtime and memory even if no error occurs [39]. For a
supercomputer, creating a checkpoint file on a disc is reported to consume up to 25 min [11].
− Rolling back to a checkpoint takes runtime, but only in case of errors [39].
− Restoring a checkpoint takes time as well [11].
± If preventive checkpoints are not possible due to runtime overhead, periodic checkpointing can
be applied [11].
± The post-conditions must be simple and ideally proven correct in order to prevent introducing
further design errors [22].
± For checkpointing, it would be beneficial to have a primitive at hand, that closely packs
all checkpoint variables without padding in order to transfer a single memory block with
one instruction. The packing becomes an optimisation problem if different checkpoints are
necessary.

Segmentation : P R O C E D U R E RETURNS ( TSegments ) ;
DCL ( PreSegments , Segments ) TSegments ;
PreSegments := Pr e Se gm en t at io n ;
! checkpoint
Segments := PreSegments ;
! primary i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
RegionGrowing ( Bitmap , Segments ) ;
! a c c e p t a n c e test
IF Quality ( Segments ) < 0.5 THEN
! roll - back
Segments := PreSegments ;
! alternative
E n e r g y M i n i m i s a t i o n ( Bitmap , Segments ) ;
! a c c e p t a n c e test
IF Quality ( Segments ) < 0.5 THEN
! fall - back
INDUCE Error ;
END ;
FIN ;
RETURN ( Segments ) ;
END ;

If only one alternative is executed multiple times, backward recovery degrades to temporal
redundancy. It is not reasonable to execute the same code twice due to the systematic nature
of software errors. Hence, an error would be produced twice [22]. This is only useful in case of
corrupt data, e.g. flipped bits, or race conditions.
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Forward Recovery

Forward recovery is a fault tolerance method working in the same way as backward recovery with
the sole difference that each alternative has its own pre-condition. The first alternative whose
pre-condition is fulfilled is executed [21].
The pre-conditions of forward recovery allow to skip alternatives if it is known beforehand
that certain data would cause an alternative to fail.
This fact saves runtime and decreases the hazard of executing program errors that could render
the program unstable.
Moreover, pre-conditions facilitate reading and understanding of the program text and contribute information for program verification.
If an alternative triggers a peripheral process that irrevocably changes the program state,
checkpointing is not possible, but forward recovery is [21].
The diverse alternatives must employ different input interfaces in such a way that each
subsequent pre-condition is not stronger than its predecessors’ pre-conditions, i.e. weaker or
not related. Otherwise, the program would contain unreachable code.
The order of alternatives and their pre-conditions shall be checked during compilation.

EdgeDetection : P R O C E D U R E RETURNS ( BIT ) ;
DECLARE Success BIT ;
CALL CopyImages ;
IF Weather . Bright AND Weather . Dry THEN
Success := SobelOperator ( VisualImage ) ;
IF Success THEN RETURN ( True ) ;
ELSE CALL RestoreImages ; FIN ;
FIN ;
IF Weather . Dark AND Weather . Dry THEN
Success := SobelOperator ( InfraredImage ) ;
IF Success THEN RETURN ( True ) ;
ELSE CALL RestoreImages ; FIN ;
FIN ;
IF Weather . DARK AND ( Weather . Fog OR Weather . Rain ) THEN
Success := SobelOperator ( RadarImage ) ;
IF Success THEN RETURN ( True ) ;
ELSE CALL RestoreImages ; FIN ;
FIN ;
RETURN ( False ) ;
END ;
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

TVoid REF STRUCT (/ /) ;
TProcedure REF PROC ;
TFunction REF PROC ( TVoid ) RETURNS ( BIT ) ;
TBlock REF PROC ( TVoid ) RETURNS ( TVoid ) ;

TYPE TAlternative STRUCT (/
Precondition
TFunction ,
Impl ementati on TBlock ,
Postcondition TFunction
/) ;
ApplyForwardRecovery : PROCEDURE (
Alternatives () INV TAlternative IDENT ,
Input TVoid ) RETURNS ( TVoid ) GLOBAL ;
DCL ( Checkpoint , Output ) TVoid ;
DCL Next BIT INIT ( True ) ;
Checkpoint := Input ;
FOR i FROM 1 TO UPB ( Alternatives ) REPEAT
IF Alternatives ( i ) . Precond ( Input ) THEN
Output := Alternatives ( i ) . Impl ( Input ) ;
IF Alternatives ( i ) . Postcond ( Output )
THEN RETURN ( Output ) ;
ELSE Input := Checkpoint ;
FIN ;
FIN ;
END ;
RETURN ( NIL ) ;
END ;
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The preconditions can be restricted on response times, in order to meet deadlines in case of
transient overloads. Here, a scheduler decides which alternative to execute depending on the
response time the system must achieve and the WCET of the alternatives. The first example
shows the syntax of [22], while the second one shows the syntax of [14].
E va si ve Ma n eu vr e : TASK RUNTIME S E L E C T A B L E ;
BODY
A L T E R N A T I V E WITH RUNTIME 2500 MSEC ;
CALL Part icleFilte r ;
! the best p a r a m e t e r e s t i m a t i o n
! out of many s i m u l a t i o n s
A L T E R N A T I V E WITH RUNTIME 25 MSEC ;
CALL S i m u l a t i o n O n l y W i t h A v r ;
! i m p r o v e s based on average value
! with only one s i m u l a t i o n
FIN ;
END ;

BrakeControl CLASS [
E va si ve Ma n eu vr e : P R O C E D U R E RETURNS ( FLOAT ) VIRTUAL ;
CALL Part icleFilte r ;
END ;
E va si ve Ma n eu vr e :: A L T P R O C E D U R E ;
CALL S i m u l a t i o n O n l y W i t h A v r ;
END ;
];

3.3.9

Time-constrained Data Diversity

Data diversity means that the same algorithm is executed with input data that is represented
in different ways. Data diversity is split into three further types [5]. One type uses dynamic
redundancy, where data is reformulated if the used implementation raises an error. Another type
uses static redundancy, where data is reformulated n times and each version is processed by the
same algorithm. Afterwards, a voter decides which output to return. Both methods circumvent
errors due to unstable algorithms, but we recommend to use forward recovery instead and to use
algorithms that are stable for a certain input space. In contrast, the third data diversity type can
be employed to meet deadlines by resizing data to a smaller extent. For the implementation of a
procedure using time-constrained data diversity, the procedure needs the remaining processing
time and a worst case execution time with respect to a certain data size. Apart from that, an
implementation is very clear to read.
I ma ge Pr oc e ss in g : P R O C E D U R E ( Image TBitmap , RemainingTime D U R A T I O N ) ;
DCL WCETperPixel INV D U R A T I O N INIT (7 MSEC ) ;
Compress ( Bitmap , Image . Width * Image . Height * WCETperPixel / RemainingTime ) ;
...
END ;

3.3.10

Dynamic Reconfiguration

After a watchdog has detected an error, it sets an error flag and, thereby, provokes the runtime
system to shift certain task sets from one processor to another processor or node. MultiprocessorPEARL realises dynamic reconfiguration by a CONFIGURATION part [1]. Its organisation is similar
to High Integrity-PEARL, that uses STATEs with Boolean expressions and LOAD...TO as well
as REMOVE...FROM keywords to shift task sets [22]. Dynamic reconfiguration creates a host of
drawbacks:
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− Dynamic reconfiguration suffers from hard-wiring of peripheral components to certain processors
such that a shifted task cannot access certain resources [22].
− Some processors have to be reserved as spare units [11].
− Moreover, reconfiguration is a dynamic language construct. This implies that shifting a task
set to another processor can cause unanticipated timing behaviour complicating the program
schedule, provoking transient overload, or causing failures due to consuming an unexpected
high amount of memory.
In order to avoid a system shut-down during reconfiguration, preventive migration together
with error prediction can be applied [11]. Here, software execution continues, but processing speed
slightly degrades during preventive migration. Preventive migration has to be combined with
other fault tolerance methods if an error was not predicted [11].

3.3.11

Rejuvenation and Byzantine Method

Rejuvenation is restarting a system from a checkpoint [42]. The restart can be of the form
rebooting, garbage collection, swapping space etc. [12]. It can be used for the whole system, a
node or a task [12]. The Byzantine method uses rejuvenation for n systems that are restarted
periodically, each at a different point in time [27]. After a spare unit restarts, it uses the state
stored by the other units.
+
+
+
±

The Byzantine method can bridge the time of switching to another processor [25].
Rejuvenation can be used to discharge a processor from radiation [25].
It avoids numerical error accumulation [12].
The downtime for rejuvenation is planned and, therefore, less hazardous than an unplanned
downtime due to an error [12].
± It is applicable when system resources are exhausted or data is corrupt [12]. In this case,
rejuvenation is a crude method, because the error source is not detected.
− Program execution is interrupted during reboot [11].

4

Conclusions for PEARL-2020

After insights in multiple fault tolerance methods for software and their implementations, we select
appropriate methods for highly safety-critical applications. Table 4 gives a synopsis of all methods
presented, their objective, their linkage to IEC 61508-3 regulations and recommendations with
respect to the four safety integrity levels (SILs). The higher the SIL is, the higher the integrity
of an automation system has to be. The SIL is determined by questions considering extent
and limitation of damage for human beings, environment and assets, probability of failure and
duration of stay in a danger area. We marked which methods are applicable and recommend which
implementation type to use in PEARL-2020, the new standard that shall substitute PEARL-90
and Multiprocessor-PEARL. Therefore, we can choose from four implementation types, namely
hand-coded, code-snippets, library procedures and language primitives. For election, we consider
the following constraints formulated with respect to language primitives. This leads us to the aim
of devising language primitives only for FT methods that must be monitored by a runtime system.
+ If a language provides more primitives than necessary, a programmer can choose the best-suited
one, which improves readability of the source text.
− With too many primitives, programs become unintelligible if the primitives are mixed [28].
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Table 4 Synopsis of the presented fault tolerance methods.
fault tolerance method
abs. plausibility checks
rel. plausibility checks
functional diversity
load shedding
milestone method
implementation diversity
backward recovery
temporal redundancy
forward recovery
timed forward recovery
timed data diversity
dynamic reconfiguration
Byzantine method

objective
correctness
correctness
correctness
timeliness
timeliness
correctness
correctness
correctness
correctness
timeliness
timeliness
correctness
correctness

IEC
61508
A.2.3a
A.2.3b
A.2.3e
−
−
A.2.3d
A.2.3f
A.2.4a
−
−
−
A.2.6
−

1
+
±
±

2
+
+
±

SIL
3
+
+
+

±
+
+

±
+
+

±
±
±

+
−
±

±

−−

−−

−−

4
++
±
++

PEARL
2020
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
7
3
3
3
7
3

implementation
primitives
library
code-snippets
primitives (states)
primitives (update)
code-snippets
−
−
code-snippets
code-snippets
hand-coded
−
primitives

− Libraries are more appropriate than programming language constructs tailored to a certain
area of application since the latter can become deprecated and cannot be exchanged easily if
application areas develop further [16].
− With a minimum of language primitives, a language is easier to learn, better to understand
and verify [22].
+ With FT primitives, a compiler can choose whether to translate into sequential or parallel
execution [22].
± Primitives as well as libraries allow to change program behaviour with only little adaptations
to the source text, either by parametrisation of the compiler or by exchanging class and module
names.

4.1

Individual Language Design Decisions

We suggest to introduce absolute plausibility checks by the primitives PRECOND for pre-conditions,
POSTCOND for post-conditions and ASSERT for invariants within a procedure body. The explicit
distinction of those three keywords addresses semi-automatic program verification for the pre- and
post-conditions. Whether or not to check those assertions is to be parametrised in the compiler.
Relative plausibility checks will be provided by a library implementation since the necessary
checks, e.g. for majority voting, tend to be more complex and regulation A.2.8 from IEC 61508-3
demands to use verified software components.
We advocate for providing functional diversity and implementation diversity by use of codesnippets, because mapping the nomenclature of a program’s area of application to arguments of
an FT handler is misleading and IEC 61508-3 regulation B.1.5 advises against the use of pointers,
refer to the example from Section 3.3.1. Benefits of code-snippets are that they guide programmers
to best-practice and allow to easily switch from sequential to parallel execution or vice versa.
Regarding load shedding, two design decisions have to be made: First, whether to provide two
states (normal and emergency) and assign a priority to every task group or to provide multiple
user-defined states with associated tasks, second, how to indicate state transitions to the runtime
system. We also point out that we neglect regulation A.2.3g from IEC 61508-3 which recommends a
stateless program design. We prefer to define multiple states in the program system part since they
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allow to discard but also re-enable tasks if a transient overload becomes more critical. Considering
the second design choice there are two possible solutions as well: define the current state only
by using the current processor load or let the transitions be initiated by the programmer. Both
options bear the risk of toggling between two or more states. We prefer the second option since it
allows to query diverse conditions. The conditions have to be stated within the LOADSHEDDING
part of a PEARL module due to readability.
We base the milestone method on the language primitive UPDATE as proposed by [14], but with
a single change: instead of using a global return variable we use PEARL’s conventional function
header syntax with the new attribute MONOTONE that entails the name of the return variable. With
the example from Section 3.3.4 in mind, this means ZeroNewton: PROC((F, D) TFunction)
RETURNS(FLOAT) MONOTONE(Xi); The hand-coded variant with flags is inappropriate, since abort
conditions and setting the flag can be misimplemented by a programmer. The termination
heteronomy variant is insufficient to handle semaphore operations in case of early function exits.
We decided to drop language constructs for backward recovery and temporal redundancy, as
they are not recommended by IEC 61508-3 for higher SILs. Furthermore, backward recovery
should be substituted by forward recovery and temporal redundancy only aims at race conditions
that should be eliminated beforehand. Dynamic reconfiguration is left out as well, because IEC
61508-3 strongly advises against it due to its dynamic nature as stated in regulation B.1.2. In
order to prevent the disadvantages that come with dynamic reconfiguration we support the use of
the Byzantine method.
Forward recovery should be supported with code-snippets that entail sequential IFs for preconditions and nested IFs for post-conditions. Language primitives are ruled out, because they
unnecessarily enlarge the set of keywords. Library procedures are excluded, since they imply the
need for parametric polymorphism or inheritance. The code-snippet for time-constrained forward
recovery extends the forward recovery code-snippet by one further input argument for the response
duration. Time-constrained data diversity, on the other hand, should be hand-coded, because
data can be simply and readably resized before the actual function implementation.
The rejuvenation of the Byzantine method has two aspects: what to rejuvenate and how. Since
subsystems are addressed by other FT methods, we restrict it to the whole embedded system.
Therefore, the time period and offset for rejuvenation of certain processors can be stated within
the program’s ARCHITECTURE part. We allow only restarting, since it enables radiation discharging
without complicating the language with other options. PEARL is a real-time programming
language, hence, memory operations, e.g. garbage collection, are forbidden. In principle, compiler
hints for swapping would be allowed, but we prefer not to intervene into these processes. Finally,
there is a need for a hand-coded initialisation procedure based on program states of the other
Byzantine processors.

4.2

Criteria of Effectiveness

We conclude our paper with several measures on how to obtain quantitative results to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach, see Table 5. The coverage of IEC regulations can be
derived from column IEC 61508 of Table 4 for fault tolerance methods. For general language
constructs, PEARL-2020 is as well-suited as other safety-related languages like MISRA-C, but no
other language provides such powerful fault-tolerance language constructs. Thus, PEARL-2020
has a higher coverage than state-of-the-art languages. The IEC regulations enforce functional
safety. The programmers, hence, are relieved from checking them explicitly and may concentrate
on program validation and verification. Likewise, official certification authorities require less effort.
Another criterion of effectiveness would be to compare accident statistics from programs developed
with PEARL-2020 and other safety-related languages. We want to address this issue in future
work.
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Table 5 Criteria of effectiveness.

%
%
&
&
?
%
%
→
→

main goal: functional safety
coverage of IEC regulations (see column IEC 61508 of Table 4)
seamless implementation of various functional safety concepts, programmers do not need to
address them explicitly
programming effort and more effortless verification
examination effort for certification authorities [22]
accident statistics for machines and plants that are programmed with PEARL-2020 compared
to other languages like MISRA-C (future work)
maintainability and debuggability
side constraints: resources
length of source code
memory for application data
runtime

We would like to juxtapose general program metrics of PEARL-2020 to other languages in a
qualitative fashion: The length of PEARL-2020 source code is expected to become longer as many
diverse checks are demanded. Memory requirements are equivalent to that of other safety-related
languages because, even today, all devices implement diverse memory in agreement with IEC
regulations. Runtime should remain at the same level.
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